
BY CAR THROUGH THE 
HEL PENINSULA

Car and walking quest
car walking

Stamp the treasure here.

Where is it?
Hel Peninsula. Pomeranian voivodeship.

Driving directions
Voivodeship road No. 216.

Start of the quest
Centrum Edukacji I Promocji MERK, 15 Portowa Street, 
Władysławowo (behind the City Hall, by the summer stage).

Type of the quest
Nature, car and walking quest.

You will need: 
A pen.

Time to complete the quest:
1-3 hours.

How to find the treasure
The game is about reading the tips included in the text of the quest. 
Your mission is to collect hidden numbers and do the tasks on your 
way. When you solve all of the puzzles, you will find the treasure at 
the end of the route.

Opiekun questu:
Centrum Edukacji i Promocji MERK, 
phone: +48 722 224 585, +48 58 774 68 90.

If you noticed any changes on the route of the quest 
or a lack of treasure, please report it to the quest 
supervisor. Contact us at kontakt@questing.pl

More quests can be found in the largest quest database

www.Questing.pl

"Europejski Fundusz Rolny na rzecz Rozwoju Obszarów Wiejskich:
Europa Inwestująca w obszary wiejskie".

So proceed down the street of the noted Polish bard,
only don't accelerate but instead your speed somewhat retard,
because before you reach the black cross, at a single hill 
and not a chain,
(a burial mound to be exact, and guardian of mortal remains),
those who were fishermen in life repose out of time's tide,
given over into eternity's care. The bus stop by the road at the side
has a building behind and it's from floor to ceiling packed
with many curious objects, important content (and no mere knick-
knacks).
This place is dedicated to the history of fishing hereabouts
and it’s MUZEUM POD  _

13
 _ _

39
 _ _ _ _ _  

(the Museum Under The Thatch), 
quite exceptional, be in no doubt.
If the host is at home, you must put yourself among the guests
and encounter the art of fishing which is sure to leave you 
impressed.
You'll see nets and tools which saw hard use once upon a time
and in the boatyard, vessels being built and maybe some ready for 
a name.
Then move on and keep the black cross constantly on the right,
you come to a celebrated place – some will know it as well they 
might!
Presidents patronised this town, and with aristocrats shoulders 
might rub,
artists visited too: here could be found a "high-society club".
Heralding tourists in, illustrious or humble, one and all
as shown in the coat of arms on the welcome sign 
a _

7  
 _
40

 _ _ _ _ _  gave its call.
Today, however, you do not need to be rich or in the public eye
to set foot in the famed  _ _ _ _ _

28
 _ and stroll and spend a while.

General Sikorski, when he came to town,  
used to stay at the Lido Hotel,
so did Eugeniusz Bodo and Jan Kiepura, whose vocals cast spells,
and are as esteemed as the works from Wojciech Kossak's palette,
that artist being another to list among the Jurata elite.
Today the elegance is well maintained and the pre-war  
mansions stand,
as famous guesthouses and hotels still do, telling beautiful stories 
first-hand.
Jurata's spa microclimate, beauty, name-dropping local lore
and of what it can remind us cast a spell, but we have some 
kilometres more.
An old Kashubian port city is down the road a ways, not far.
While that description is quite true, it is also a well-known spa.
Although reaching the place I have in mind will still take 
you a while,

you doubtless want to see the peninsula's tip, so drive without 
getting riled!
Here before you lies Poland's threshold,  _ _

27
 _, prepare to be 

beguiled.
Drive through the built-up neighbourhood and intersections in a 
sequence of three,
So as not to deviate but keep heading straight for the promontory.
Here, find a parking space, which, car big or small, is no mean feat
when in the season, a thousand tourists to one local is the ratio 
you meet.
Now of the numbers from the quest solutions please make just one 
collection
and with them you'll be able to guess your future driving direction.
The quest will show you, your sat-nav will guide and in no time you 
will see

that you'll get to MUZEUM  _1   
 _2   

 _3     _4   
 _5  

 Ó _7   
 _8   

 _9   
 _10

  
(The Museum Of Fishing), a rich repository.

_11 
 _12 

 _13
   address is BULWAR   _14 

 _15 
 _16 

 _17 
 _18 

 _19   _20   _21 
 _22

  2   and 
it's probably a POI

At the  _23 
 _24 

 _25 
 _26 

 _27 
 _28

     _29 
 _30 

 _31 
 _32

  request the fishermen's  

_33 
 _34 

 _35 
 _36 

 _37 
 _38 

 _39 
 _40

   (it's OK, it's dry)!
I also recommend you see the exhibits they have preserved,
so you know more about Hel and have fun (which you have 
deserved).
Thank you, quester, for the adventure that we've shared,
Congratulations on the solution – how well you fared!
Duty calls and I need my nets full of fish caught from the deep,
and theirs and the peninsular's story I’ll tell but never shall I 
cheapen..



BY CAR THROUGH THE HEL PENINSULA
Welcome to the Quest in Pomerania,
get yourselves ready for adventure again.
We will experience it together and do so with relish:
I'm a  _ _ _ _ _

30
 _ _ _

10 
 _ and (no surprise) expert in fish!

Catching them is my job every single day,
A fishing cutter and nets are the tools of my trade.
We'll cross the Hel Peninsula, this bar of sand,
and because the fun is superbly planned,
when you've dispelled the puzzles' mystification.
the resulting set of letters will give explanation
of where at the finish of this Hel adventure
I've hidden an extraordinary quest treasure.
Time to set off, so as warm-up for our game
I'd like you to give me the building's name
where there's a multimedia exhibition on fishing
that talks to you when actuated and tolerates no shushing.
If you've looked, you probably already know,
that  _

17 
 _ _

34
 _  is the building whence we now go.

This word means the simple olden-time crest
assigned to Kashubian fisherman: lest
they took another's equipment and gear
to sea, this mark made their ownership clear.
Return to your car now the start 's been done:
the quest route awaits, through the gate we run,
turn left, and go to the triangle of yellow.
At the intersection a left turn's a definite error.
Continue straight to the junction of several roads;
To choose the right direction to leave this node,
count destinations on the signs of which you're a viewer
and go where the possibilities for travel are fewer.
If everything has not been made plain as day:
it was the right direction, if on your left as you made way,
you saw a filling station and a roadside sign behind
showing that  _ _ _ _ _ _

31
 _ _ _ _ _ _

4  
's  border was the next 

crossed line.
You're currently leaving a well-known resort town,
at the neck of the peninsula is where its map pin’s set down.
The briny Baltic water and the golden stretching strand
lure tourists in countless numbers and keep them coming back as 
fans

So keep driving straight ahead and take in all that meets the eye,
From many has this place we're in drawn contented sighs!
On the left a wordless companion, silent but for sporadic clacks
– the Iron Road, and less poetically we call these 
_ _ _

24
 _ _

9  
 _ _     _

12
 _ _ _ _

32
 _
37

.
In front of you is a settlement where beached lifeboats lie.
_ _ _

15
 _

5  
 _
38

 _ _  (so it is called) for popularity with Sopot vies.
This old Kashubian village which used to live by trade in fish
Is today a resort with every attraction for which you'd wish.
The Church of St. Anne shows you tradition preserved in heaps,
looking like a fisherman's cottage with roof pitch somewhat steep.
Its walls are low, but contrastingly the roof covering is high;
here such architecture used to be a much more common sight.
In the bay when the day is windy sails glide in multitude,
and in summer there is a breeze that perfectly suits
windsurfing and kitesurfing, and these sports thrive strongly here
That breeze also lets you find other Baltic charms to revere.
But go straight ahead! From the path you mustn't stray!
Many more conundrums are coming your way.
You will love the place the quest goes through which is signposted 
next:
_
21

 _ _ _ _ _ _. If its boats are disused, they are all that is 
wrecked.
Until recently, there was nothing more here than the nets' fishy 
haul
Today it's another holiday village where cares are very small.
The middle of the Hel Peninsula is where it lies;
it was a fishing centre with population size
exceeding all other villages' for many miles around,
or so the records of the 19th century expound.
A roadside shrine presents itself at a nearby spot
built after a storm in thanks for the mercy of God.
Only a short distance ahead of you is a pier, please take care
not to drive onto it. The Kuźnica _ _

19
 _ _ _

20
 _ _ _  (marina) sign's 

fixed there.
Stop in the car park, walk past the sign on the left
and make progress, at a pace more hard than soft!
Go ahead!
This is a tourist kiosk where it’s possible to rent
a speedboat or a sailing boat, if on cruising you're intent.
Staying in the car park, the small switchgear box you approach,
where yellow posts lead away and on parking space don't encroach,
and a concrete breakwater is glimpsed, illuminated in the night.
Count the lanterns and enter the total, write a neat figure _

t   
.

Go to the last one, with the beauty of the view you're struck:
You're seeing in the distance Gdynia, Swarzewo, and Puck.
Of the 40 types of fish that make the Baltic species-rich,

all can say of cod, salmon and flounder that they know which is 
which.
But seeing broadnosed and straightnosed pipefish swim,
exotically shaped, with silhouettes so long and slim,
many people know them not and they register surprise.
Glimpsing seahorses or gobies – see how round go peoples' eyes!
Garfish glimmering silver are everywhere about.
They have elongated bodies and beak-like snouts;
the "slender stork" nickname they have rings so true.
Unusual are their bones as well, because they all are greenish-blue.
Sticklebacks likewise breed here, equipped with three or nine
well-embedded, fearsomely sharp, defensive dorsal spines.
A home to pike and home to eels is here in our deep bay,
so the Baltic's variety is broad and mixed in a biodiverse way.
The road for us is still long, so enough of this subject piscine.
Set off in the direction of the yellow posts to places we haven't 
been!
When you come anon to a road where traffic’s moving faster,
it’s right to go where you have not gone on this quest in the past,
and if you would make progress here without a single hitch
steer towards a  _ _ _ _

23
 _     _ _

14
 _
29

      _ _ _
16

  – coloured triangle 
of impressive width.
To the brick houses whose paintbrushes in the same "post-yellow" 
dipped:
a board placed there with a puzzle will give you your next tip!
You'll find it by the building next to number 1.
Note carefully some local historical facts and you'll be closer to 
getting done.
In this town's years gone by, there was only one thing: fishing!
From a port lacking shelter from wind, where navigation meant 
risking
running aground on sandbanks, a hazard nature made.
The access to the place was difficult; time but narrow sand had laid,
and the shoreline was no pleasant place for hours of arduous work,
which the fishermen had to do every day and couldn't dare to shirk.
To a proper port construction for years they could only aspire.
Hence the matter on which of you, dear questers, I now enquire:
the opening of the current port was when? Please seek the year.
It's  _ _ _

r     
_,  so not long ago, a decade mere!

At the end of June, the harbour greets a pilgrim throng,
who enact a custom, wishing a tradition's upkeep to prolong.
The occasion which they mark is the feast of Saints Paul and Peter,
and they cross the bay in several boats and make a pilgrim fleet.
Celebrations of this kind we know to be a simple human need,
and how nicely the need's fulfilled, going to  _ _ _

25
 _  at a few 

knots' speed!
Another clue to the mystery is close at hand,

there where over the harbour you see the cross stand.
A most impressive  _

3 
 _
18

 _ _ _ _ _   reposes to its rear
Maintaining a constant guard over local traditions dear.
It'll tell you it's a custom from times of yore,
brought back into practice in the year of martial law.
So read the quest step by step, the answer's here and not far-
strewn:
"From here in 1981 on the 29th of June,
at the initiative of the parishioners of Kużnica
fishing boat pilgrimages to Puck resumed
for the feast of Saints Peter and Paul."
The inhabitants of Kuźnica erected the holy building we regard
which to pass by oblivious would be impossibly hard.
In 1931 this one-nave church was given consecration
It's modest in its decor, and of neo-Gothic inspiration.
The church has always borne "The Fishermen's Church" name
and carries motifs of the profession which at shoals of fish must 
aim.
If time allows, that church is absolutely a must-see,
so you experience the sanctum of fishermen like me.
Other action is better presently as against the clock we race:
The quest adventure beckons, there's more of the route to trace!
Get back in the car. Seatbelts on? Set off along the high road
to where you haven't been yet. Pass (you'd better not have slowed!)
a black cross on the way and then nothing's gone awry,
and you come to a well-known village – it's   _ _ _ _

33
 _ _ _ _

11
 _
36

  
you spy.
Question: on the crest/welcome sign, how many fish? 
_
y   

  Make a written report.
Jastarnia's some village! It's a famous seaside resort
with a port, five spa pools and marinas (not one, not two, but 
three!)
and all with seascapes which, take my word, are beautiful to see.
Once it suffered under the Crusaders' domineering mailed fist,
Then became a royal village assigned to the Puck district.
Contemporary Jastarnia strives to offer rest and recreation
and is a place where Kashubian customs don't want for 
preservation.
Visitors here love the sandy beaches for catching some rays
– beaches located by the Baltic and on Puck's eponymous bay.
Go over the roundabout and along the street named for the lord of 
rhyme
and Polish bard A.  _ _ _ _

26
 _
22

 _
35

 _ _ _ _ _, commemorated here 
for all time.
You could have seen old boats at anchor here and admired their 
beauty,
Had the quest not obliged and prepared for you another duty.


